
           
     Covid Update November 19

We last updated on the Website on November 14. We are updating somewhat sooner 
than normal due to the present covid situation in the Resort. Before getting to that, the 
statistics for the past 5 days are:

            Today             Oct 15  Increase     
US Cases 11,172,000 10,274,000            898,000

US Deaths     251,923      243,711     8,212   

AZ Cases       287.225      259,264   27,961
AZ Deaths       6,384          6,164       2 20              
Maricopa County
Cases   183,177      166,850   16,327

Obviously, Covid 19 is still a problem. 

As we said last week, we can no longer say we have managed to keep Greenfield Covid-
free. One of the staff tested positive recently, but was free of symptoms. He was 
scheduled for a medical procedure and had the standard precautionary test beforehand. 
On learning this, Mary had all staff go for a test and told them to stay home until test 
results came back.All other staff have tested negative and are back at work.

As well the office learned this week that one of our residents, who had symptoms, tested
positive.  As far as we know, so far any of that person's close contacts who have  been 
tested have tested negative.

It has come to light that there are 2 types of test being offered by some  medical 
providers in Arizona and we believe it is important to discuss them, Without getting into 
the scientific details, we are told that there are:

 Molecular Tests that are 90% accurate
 Antigen Tests that are 50% accurate

If you think about that, a test that is only 50% accurate is extremely dangerous and 
potentially creating a good deal of inconvenience.. If one has the virus but tests negative,
you endanger yourself and those around you. If you don't have the virus but test positive,
you would feel you must stay home and restrict your contact with others yet the 
restriction is completely unnecessary. Those who you did come in contact before the test
results were known, might themselves go for a test that again is unnecessary.
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Those who argue this whole Covid situation is a hoax or overblown may look at this and
say the 50% accuracy of one test method shows that the case statistics are overblown. 
But that ignores the problem of tests falsely showing negative and as a result keeping the
number of cases reported lower than what actually is the situation.

The partial opening up of  some activities and facilities is going well, thanks to the 
cooperation of the clubs and participants .As of today we have the following facilities 
operating:

Silversmith Quilting
Lapidary Chair Exercise
Cardio and Strength
 Training in Exercise Room Yoga
Water Aerobics Bingo
Tennis Library
Shuffleboard Walking in Ball Room
Pickleball Crafts
Stained Glass

Please see the Monitor for all the details. Wood Shop and Wood Carving are set up but 
need monitors before opening to all residents.. As people return and show interest in 
opening additional activities, Mary and Heidi will meet with them and discuss the 
possibility of accomplishing same.

We  again used Zoom ( which includes participation via computer, I-pad or cell phone 
combined with a telephone conference call ) for the November 18 Board meeting. 45 
people  took part in the meeting  It went very well for the Board and apparently for those
members who took part, considering many of us are still getting used to this technology.
 
The Board meeting on December 16 ( 9 AM AZ Time) will again be held using Zoom. . 
 Heidi our designated administrator using the Zoom software, will email what Zoom 
calls an invitation to every owner who has provided the office with an email address. It 
will explain when the meeting will be and how to join. There will also be a meeting 
agenda along with an explanation of the latter attached to the email. 

If you are an owner who has not given the office your email address and want to 
participate you can provide that address to the office or go to 
info@greenfieldvillage.com before December 13.
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As reported earlier, we are also working on the Annual Meeting scheduled for February 
10/21 and that meeting will also be conducted using Zoom for virtual participation as 
well as in the Ball Room. We are also working on using both the usual paper ballot for 
voting at the Annual Meeting as well as an electronic ballot. Members will be able to 
vote online if they choose.  

As you are no doubt aware, we have always had a group of Tellers who check the ballots
for validity ( those in arrears to the Resort cannot vote ) and then count the votes. The 
Virus presents a problem for this group of volunteers as well. Several who have served 
on the committee for years are not going to be in the Resort due to the virus. In addition,
the group has always worked in a small room and there is therefore a problem with 
social distancing. Consequently the more of you who vote electronically, the easier it is 
for the reduced group of tellers to count the paper ballots. Please advise the office if 
you want to help out by voting electronically so a ballot authorization can be sent to
you. 

Stay safe and healthy

Mary Ash General Manager

Ron Thorstad, Board President
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